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MEETING NOTICE 
 
The next meeting will be August 5, 2014 at Apple 
Rehab/Shelton Lakes at 7:00 p.m. Board meeting at 6:15 
p.m. DVM Jack Garman, founder of High Ridge Animal 
Hospital in Stamford will be the guest speaker. 
The September 2, 2014 meeting will be at Apple 
Rehab/Shelton Lakes at 7:30 p.m. Board meeting at 6:30 
p.m. We will complete final preparation for RDOD at this 
meeting. 
 
CALENDAR 2014 
July 19-picnic.  
August 5- meeting-DVM Jack Garman will be 
speaking on dog First Aid and how to assemble a 
dog First Aid kit. 
September 2- meeting 
September-27 RDOD, 
October 7- meeting 
November 4- meeting 
December- Christmas Party-date to be announced 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP NEWS 
 
Welcome to new members Karen Battistelli, Barbara 
Flannery and Diane Yuravich. They were voted in at 
the May meeting. 
You can find their info on our website, on the 
membership list page. If you do not know the 
password to access this area, please contact me or a 
board member. If you would like a hard copy of the 
membership list, please let me know. 
Eve Skrabl   203-732-5939     
sableskrabl@comcast.net 
 

ANNUAL PICNIC 
 
Please plan to attend our annual picnic on Saturday, 
July 19. Karen Battistelli and her family have 
graciously volunteered to host the event at their 

lovely home in Shelton along the Housatonic River at 
49 Birchbank Road. 
 
 
 
TFKC will supply the hamburgers, hot dogs and 
chicken.  Bring a salad, dessert or side dish. 
Please RSVP to Karen at 203 650 9646 to advise 
what you plan to bring. 
Bring your chairs, swimsuits, towels and sunscreen!  
Friendly dogs are welcome with their own x-pens. 
 
DIRECTIONS: 
From Route 8: 
Get off at Exit 14, CT Route 110 (Howe Avenue) and 
Go West toward Shelton for 2.4 miles. 
Bear to the right onto Indian Well Road (which 
becomes Burrits Rd, then becomes Birchbank Rd) 
and go 2.5 miles, and you are there. 
 
 

RDOD 2014 
 

Our RDOD, the K9 Karnival is shaping up to become 
the best one yet. Don’t miss out on all the fun and 
community service at Milford’s Eisenhower Park on 
Saturday, September 27, 2014 from 9-4. 
 
To make all this happen we still need volunteers. 
Some jobs have already been filled, but many 
hands are still needed.  
  
We still need raffle donations, which you can drop of 
at the shed, bring to the picnic or call me to make 
arrangements to pick them up.  Please post the event 
flyer, which was e-mailed to each of you last week as 
you visit businesses in your area and e-mail it to as 
many friends as possible. We need your help and 
ideas to make this event successful. No job is too 
small. Even if you cannot attend you may be able to 
help with one of the many areas that lead up to the 
event. 
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Please contact me with your thoughts or ideas either 
via e-mail or call me at 203-877-6157. Chris 
Sweetwood, RDOD Chair  
 

Rainbow Bridge 
 

 
Rare Ruby Jewel - her call name was Lady Godiva 
recently passed over the Rainbow Bridge. She was 
my "Momma dog" to all the puppies in the puppy 
preschool classes, gentle, calm, and loving. She was 
9 & 1/2 years old and she suffered from an abnormal 
growth under her ribcage that compressed her lungs, 
making breathing difficult. She loved doing "Meet the 
Breed" events, and did make it to the Hound group at 
her first (and last) show. It helps that she was the 
only Basset there! 
We miss you Lady! 
Margaret Demaine  
 
 

BRAGS 
 
 

CH. Blythewood Sack The Quarterback.  "Osi" 
completed the requirements for his Grand 

Championship on May 23rd in New Castle, PA at 21 
months old and we had a delicious cake at our last 

meeting to celebrate. 
 

 
Along the way "Osi" earned an Award of Merit at 

Westminster Kennel Club's show in February and to 
date two group placements defeating over 100 dogs. 
"Osi" is handled by his breeder, Joan Huber.  We are 
thrilled to share this accomplishment with our friends 
from TFKC!  Osi is owned and much loved by Deb 

and Al Lindsay 
 
 

 
I'd like to introduce you our newest family member -  
a 12 week old redbone coonhound girl named Lyra!  
Although Mom was purebred, she was found as a 
stray in Kentucky, and taken to a high-kill shelter. 
Eleventh Hour Rescue pulled her, and she delivered 
10 pups. Mamma is very shy, so she is still being 
worked with. As far as I know, all the pups have 
homes. Even my husband, the self-proclaimed non 
dog person, is in love! Margaret Demaine 
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In May the Spinone Club of America honored Ch. 
Drago Castellano of Trollbo MH JHR CD RE THD 
CGCA by awarding him the Asti’s Compassion trophy 
for 2013. This parent club award recognizes select 
dogs for their lifetime of work as a therapy dog. 
Drago owns Lauren Friedman and Chris Sweetwood. 

 
AKC Delegate News 

 
AKC EXPANDS THERAPY DOG TITLING 
PROGRAM 
 
New York, NY - In an effort to honor the thousands of 
therapy dog teams that make a difference in the lives 
of others daily, the American Kennel Club® (AKC®) 
has added four new titles to the popular AKC 
Therapy Dog program.   
 
In addition to the AKC Therapy Dog (ThD) title 
(awarded after 50 visits), the AKC now offers:   
 
 AKC Therapy Dog Novice (ThDN) - Awarded after 
10 visits . AKC Therapy Dog Advanced (ThDA) - 
Awarded after 100 visits . AKC Therapy Dog 
Excellent (ThDX) - Awarded after 200 visits . AKC 
Distinguished Therapy Dog (ThDD) - Awarded after 
400 visits 
 
"The AKC heard from many dog owners whose dogs 
had already earned the ThD title and who wanted 
additional formal recognition of their ongoing 
commitment to volunteering to help others. We're 
pleased to expand the AKC Therapy Dog program as 
a result of these requests," said Doug Ljungren, Vice 
President of AKC Sports and Events. "We've also 
added a way to acknowledge beginning therapy 
dogs, hoping that this will encourage even more dogs 
and owners to participate in therapy dog work." 
 
Dogs who are registered and approved by 

recognized therapy dog organizations may apply to 
earn the AKC Therapy Dog titles, which will be listed 
on the dog's AKC title record. Any dog, including 
mixed breeds, can earn AKC Therapy Dog titles as 
long as the dog is AKC-registered, listed with AKC 
Canine Partners or enrolled in the Purebred 
Alternative Listing (PAL) program. AKC does not train 
or certify therapy dogs. 
 
Applications for the new titles will be accepted 
beginning June 1st, with titles awarded beginning 
July 1st.  
 
AKC TO ACKNOWLEDGE TITLES 
EARNED IN NORTH AMERICA DIVING 
DOGS EVENTS  
 
New York, NY -The American Kennel Club® (AKC®) 
will now recognize titles earned by dogs competing in 
events sanctioned by North America Diving Dogs 
(NADD), an independent governing body for canine 
dock diving. NADD offer two types of competition for 
all dogs -- distance jumping and air retrieve.  
 
"NADD events are an exciting activity that can be 
enjoyed by all purebreds and mixed breeds. The AKC 
is pleased to now be able to acknowledge the 
achievements of all dogs in this sport," said Doug 
Ljungren, AKC Vice President of Sports and Events.    
 
"North America Diving Dogs strives to promote the 
sport of canine dock diving in a setting that is 
convenient, safe and enjoyable for all dogs and 
owners," said Debbie Markwardt, President of 
NADD.  "We welcome all dog owners to try out dock 
diving. We know you'll enjoy the camaraderie and 
fun!" 
 
In the distance jumping competition, there are two 
classes -- Open Class (any size dog welcome) and 
the Lap Class (for dogs under 16" at the withers). A 
division title is earned by accumulating five qualifying 
jumps within one division. There are five divisions 
ranging from Novice to Elite. After earning the initial 
division title, dogs can earn Advanced and Excellent 
level titles by completing additional qualifying jumps.   
 
In the Air Retrieve competition, a dog and handler 
team earns one qualifying grab towards a division 
title based on their longest grab in the Air Retrieve. 
Like distance jumping, a division title is earned by 
accumulating five qualifying grabs within one division, 
and there are five divisions ranging from Novice to 
Elite. Additional Advanced and Excellent titles can be 
earned with additional qualifying grabs.  
 
Rules governing NADD events, the complete titling 
requirements and information about how to sign up to 
host a NADD event can be found at 
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http://northamericadivingdogs.com/. Specifics about 
the NADD/AKC titling program and the AKC title 
application form can be found in the AKC Title 
Recognition Program section of the AKC website at 
http://www.akc.org/dog_shows_trials/titles/index.cfm. 
 
 
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT   
 

New York, NY – A Q&A between AKC Chairman of the 
Board Alan Kalter and Dog News’ Matthew H. Stander 
originally appeared in the April 11, 2014 issue of Dog 
News. The contents of the interview about the future 
direction of the AKC are reprinted here with permission of 
the publisher.  

What steps do you propose to shift the tide of the 
thinking of the dog owning public to acquire and buy 
purebred dogs as opposed to shelter dogs? 

For the last 20-plus years there has been a well-
orchestrated and successful social effort directing people to 
acquire a mixed-breed dog from a shelter as a viable option 
for a family pet. Since we are for all dogs, we support those 
in the public who choose a mixed breed dog from a shelter. 
We have programs to help those people be responsible 
owners and, through AKC Canine Partners, enjoy 
participating and earning titles in Obedience, Rally, Agility, 
Coursing Ability, Tracking, and Canine Good Citizen. The 
same is true for the purebred dogs re-homed by the rescue 
networks affiliated with our Parent Clubs – the largest dog 
rescue network in the United States and, we believe, the 
world. 

For years, we have advised the public on questions to ask 
breeders and now we are advising people on questions to 
ask the shelter – all in the spirit that an informed owner is 
key to ensuring a forever home for the dog. 

There continues to be a very large segment of the 
American public that prefers a purebred dog for a number 
of important reasons. People are attracted to type, size, 
and temperament – and the predictability of those three key 
characteristics. We have strong reason to believe that 
predictability of those issues is becoming more important in 
the quest to find the dog that is right for one’s family. In 
addition, in order to strengthen predictability, many people 
simply prefer to start their relationship with a puppy - which 
predominantly means starting with a purebred dog. 

AKC launched strategic PR initiatives in 2013 aimed at 
improving the reputation of both purebred dogs and 
breeders. It is pivotal that we not only promote the positive 
values of predictable purebreds, but also the passionate 
individuals who are dedicated to the careful planning, 
raising and placement of those puppies. The more we 
educate potential owners on the life-long benefits of truly 
knowing the size, temperament, coat type and genetics of a 
dog in advance of their decision, the more the public will 
seek out breeders and purebred rescue groups. Tactics 
include targeted informational messaging on purebreds and 
breeders to our key demographics (young families and 

empty nesters), as well as the inclusion of breeders and 
veterinarians as supporting, expert voices in AKC media 
opportunities. 

Our web properties and videos are excellent examples of 
how we are educating the public. We had over 300,000 
people visit WOOFipedia in March to learn what is the right 
breed for their lifestyle, in addition to the 2.5 million people 
per month who come to AKC.org to learn about purebred 
dogs and events. Our AKC Entertainment videos have 
shown the true nature of our breeders and helped inform 
our WOOFipedia audience about the importance of having 
a great relationship with your breeder to ensure raising a 
healthy, happy dog. We have also launched the Breeder 
Education Network on Facebook - a great education tool 
with 4000 breeders sharing knowledge. 

During the 20+ years of the shelter dog story, the AKC was 
unfortunately silent. We started building our public outreach 
architecture just one year ago. We are significantly ahead 
of our plan, but regaining ground will take time, 
consistency, and a concerted effort joined by everyone in 
the Fancy to stand loud and proud about the unique 
attributes and benefits of purebred dogs. Working together, 
we can educate millions. 

What is being done to increase registrations? Why 
have there been few if any direct proposals announced 
under your terms as Board Chair? 

We are making progress in dog and litter registrations, 
thanks largely to a portfolio of initiatives. While still 
declining, the rate of registration decline has dropped 
significantly. The programs driving this progress include: 

      AKC Good Works Campaign:  We are doing a much 
better job of telling our story of our Good Works, like the 
AKC Canine Health Foundation and AKC Reunite, and the 
connection to registration. We know this communication 
has a direct and noticeable impact on registration. 

      Outreach and Education for Breeders:  We need great 
pet breeders to supply America’s demand for dog 
companions.  By helping all breeders produce better dogs 
and manage more successful kennel operations, we 
improve the chances that a pet owner will end up with a 
healthy dog.  Doing so also helps mitigate the A/R attacks 
on breeding.  The newest addition to this outreach effort 
will be a new breeder support program that rewards 
breeders who perform the health testing recommended by 
their breed’s Parent Club. This program, along with other 
efforts, allows us to educate and support breeders and 
allows the AKC to not just defend breeding, but to improve 
it. 

      Improved Tools for Breeders:  AKC has developed a 
suite of on-line tools for breeders and dog owners including 
On-Line Record Keeping.  Late last year, AKC introduced 
Breeder EZReg, an online tool that gives breeders an easy 
way to ensure all of their puppies are registered. Breeders 
who use it enjoy significant discounts on fees, complete 
naming control, plus other advantages. More and more 
breeders are using this new tool to register all of their 
puppies. 

http://northamericadivingdogs.com/
http://www.akc.org/dog_shows_trials/titles/index.cfm
http://issuu.com/dognews/docs/041114
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      Breeder of Merit:  Breeder of Merit recognizes breeders 
who participate in the sport of purebred dogs and breed 
healthy dogs. Participating breeders pledge to make certain 
that all of their puppies are registered.  Since its launch in 
2011, Breeder Of Merit breeders have increased their rates 
of registration sufficient enough to increase AKC 
registrations by more than 60,000 dogs. 

      On-line Breeder Classifieds:  We are currently working 
on helping breeders find good homes for their puppies and 
prospective owners find good breeders as a source for their 
puppies. This is an important part of growing registration 
and sport participation. To help accomplish those goals, the 
AKC Breeder Classifieds is getting a major overhaul that 
will deliver a much more consumer-friendly experience and 
therefore, a better showcase for AKC breeders and a better 
platform to increase the likelihood that someone searching 
for a companion animal finds an AKC puppy. Look for the 
introduction of this great new tool very soon. 

      Registration Marketing and Registration Bundles:  In 
2012, AKC launched an effort to directly market registration 
to the new owners of AKC Registrable puppies.  Using 
state of the art marketing techniques, AKC has been able 
to convince more and more pet owners to go online or mail 
in their “blue slips” in order to complete their registration.  
 Marketing campaigns targeting breeders were also 
implemented to reinforce the importance of puppy buyer 
registration to the AKC’s ability to grow and support the 
sport of dogs.  Additionally, the AKC has begun to 
successfully improve the registration value proposition by 
bundling other services such as AKC Reunite and AKC 
GoodDog! Helpline to the completion of a registration. 

      Social Media:  AKC’s outstanding results in the social 
media sphere, including Dog Lovers Blog and the AKC 
Breeders Facebook group, has created multiple platforms 
for addressing animal rights driven attacks on breeders 
while also creating a space to show off what is special 
about those who dedicate their lives to our sport.  We have 
no doubt that defining our sport on our own terms to such a 
wide audience is having a positive impact on registration 
rates.  

It would appear that your philosophies towards 
conformation shows is to encourage quantity over 
quality in virtually every area whether it be territoriality, 
number of shows to be held, judging standards and the 
like.  What is your opinion of holding competitive 
conformation shows and what standards other than 
financial considerations are the foundations of your 
beliefs? 

The essence of conformation events is for breeders and 
owners to evaluate their dog(s) in a competitive 
atmosphere against the standard for their breed. As a 
breeder, I believe conformation shows are an important tool 
in helping to determine a breeding program - much like 
studying pedigrees and genetics, and utilizing all the 
applicable health screens. A critical component is a 
knowledgeable judging community – a priority for Parent 
Clubs, the AKC Board, AKC Staff, and me. 

Certainly, there is the sport component, which makes it 
exciting, and the social component, which makes it fun. 

Ensuring the future of Conformation events is a critical 
commitment of mine. My greatest concern in this area is 
the sustainability of our All Breed clubs. Many of those 
clubs are undergoing severe strains today, particularly 
financial strains. This issue is most evident in our smaller 
events – those Conformation shows with an entry of less 
than 500 dogs.  

I believe it is necessary to help those clubs continue to 
provide a dog show for the public – a great way to continue 
our education of the public about purebred dogs. We know 
that the elimination of a dog show results in lost 
participation in Conformation. A small portion of the entry is 
absorbed by other shows, but the majority of the exhibitors 
simply do not enter a substitute show. We also know that 
people begin their Conformation journey at a local show. 
Lose that show and we lose a part of our future forever. 

Some clubs told us they would be in a much more tenable 
position if we allowed them to have two shows in one day – 
amortizing big costs over two revenue opportunities for the 
club. We are testing that concept now and I believe a 
number of clubs will benefit significantly. For the exhibitors 
who choose to participate in both events, it will be a great 
benefit for them, also. 

For those who see this as simply a way for AKC to increase 
our own revenue, let me make this clear: the AKC loses 
money on events. While events are not a source of excess 
revenue (profit), they are an important part of our mission. 
On the other hand, our clubs must be able to make some 
money on their events in order to be sustainable. Our 
objective for the two shows in one day program is to help 
them get to that level. 

Although you did not ask about other AKC events, it is 
worth noting the continued success of Agility. It is our 
second largest and fastest growing sport, with over 1.1 
million entries in 2013. The National Agility Championship 
had an entry of over 1640 dogs representing 112 breeds 
from 48 states and Canada. The Championship was held 
as part of the AKC Companion Events Extravaganza March 
27-30 in Harrisburg, PA. Over the four days, a record 
number of dogs (over 2000) competed in the AKC National 
Agility Championship, AKC National Obedience 
Championship and the inaugural AKC Rally National 
Championship – crowning the first AKC Rally National 
Champion. 

In addition, we continue to make strong progress with AKC 
Canine Good Citizen and our new AKC Community Canine 
programs. The CGC title was launched last year and 
already we have applications for 17,000 dogs. The new 
advanced level of CGC is gaining traction, with over 1000 
dogs titled. 

What is AKC doing to develop younger people to 
participate in the sport?  The emphasis within the 
corporation seems to be to ignore the junior participant 
situation or else to rely only upon competitive 
situations.  Why is there no organization such as exists 
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in the UK which is devoted totally to the development 
of the younger person with regard to the care, welfare 
and health of the pedigree dog or any dog for that 
matter. 

We know that families with children 8-12 years old 
represent a large portion of new dog owners. Connecting 
with those children, and their parent(s), is a critical 
outreach program for AKC. Our new website – 
WOOFipedia, Powered by AKC – was created specifically 
to reach the younger demographic with content written 
specifically for them. This is the first ever AKC 
communication program to reach this young demo – and 
we believe it will have great impact over time in enhancing 
the desirability of purebred dogs and creating a positive 
impression of the AKC. 

We have significantly increased our broad-based reach to 
teens and young adults in the manner in which they relate 
to one another and the world – social media, particularly 
mobile. Our growth in this audience has increased 70%. 
Winning the hearts and minds of younger people is a path 
to the future – a path we are finally on and making great 
progress. 

Of course, we continue to offer our traditional Junior 
Showmanship competition, which was introduced in 1932 
and became a formal event, governed by regulations in 
1971. We enhanced the Junior Showmanship program by 
recognizing dogs handled by Juniors to a title in any of our 
17 other sports with a special certificate of achievement. In 
addition, we created the National Juniors Organization in 
1995 and reach out to state and local 4H Clubs 
encouraging enrollment. Once enrolled, the Junior receives 
The AKC Junior E Newsletter, with news and advice 
relevant to them. 

We are always investigating new programs that resonate 
with young people and motivate them. With the help of The 
Kennel Club, we are evaluating their Young Kennel Club 
program to determine its applicability to the United States. 

What is AKC's position toward foreign kennel clubs 
generally and the FCI specifically?  A somewhat 
unannounced meeting was held 
between AKC and FCI in January which results have 
never been made public.  AKC now will not invite 
foreign judges to adjudicate at the AENC effective 
2015-where are we headed with regard to recognizing 
and working with foreign kennel clubs and/or 
organizations? 

As for some alleged policy that “AKC now will not invite 
foreign judges to adjudicate at the AENC effective 2015” - 
your statement is absolutely and completely false. 

AKC maintains excellent relationships with other kennel 
clubs and recognizes approximately 195 registries in 80 
countries.  We leverage the worldwide attendance at our 
show in Orlando to meet with leaders of many kennel 
clubs; we also meet annually with The Kennel Club.  We 
are pursuing opportunities with a number of registries, 
including the Canadian Kennel Club.  We have completed 

training of judges in Korea and provided many services in 
China as part of AKC’s Global Services initiative. 

We also communicate with FCI and met in our office on 
January 3, 2014, discussing a large array of topics, 
including judging, changes in societal attitudes, health of 
dogs, and legislation.  One of the results of that meeting 
was to write to our conformation clubs providing 
information, under advisement of the FCI Treasurer, 
addressing the FCI policy on Judges charging clubs.  

Several points of common interest were discussed. The 
agenda included topics such as the cooperation between 
AKC and FCI with regard to the AKC Global Services 
Program, the communication between AKC and FCI, the 
list of American native AKC breeds not currently 
recognized by the FCI, and the list of FCI members from 
which AKC recognizes pedigrees. 
   
Have the intense social media campaigns, which have 
been alleged to increase AKC's recognition and 
acceptance within the general dog owning population, 
shown any increases directly in financial gains in any 
area for the Corporation? 

The AKC has always seen social media primarily as a 
communications platform and an engine that allowed us to 
talk to the millions of dog owners.  

The social media campaigns were originally laid out as a 
three year plan based around three key success pillars for 
each of the three years - year one focusing on reach and 
audience growth, year two focusing on engagement and 
sentiment improvement and year three potentially driving 
revenue. However, the plans altered when we saw 
unprecedented engagement within the first six months. 
This allowed us to reset goals and to aggressively 
accelerate the plan. Within one year, we have obviously 
improved our audience and reach; have already shown an 
increase in AKC's recognition and acceptance within the 
general dog owning population; and we have seen revenue 
gains in both direct and indirect revenue. 

Direct revenue from social media advertising has exceeded 
expectations in the first six months since opening this 
channel, has allowed for advertising revenue to increase at 
a rate of 2X, and the "net new" audience gained is 
responsible for a significant percentage of the income 
coming in on current AKC product lines. In addition, our 
social media program has been cited as part of the 
decisions driving significant revenue from licensing, 
advertising, and sponsorship arrangements. 

Indirectly, our social media program, which allows the AKC 
to directly reach 10 million dog lovers each month, has 
helped the AKC have a very strong fiscal year in 2013 and 
a positive outlook in 2014 and beyond. 

What is important to realize is that social media is just a 
component of AKC's multi-channel marketing and 
communications strategy. Through this program, we reach 
new audiences and engage all of our customers (the fancy, 
breeders, dog owners, and dog lovers) in two-way 
communications, to give them the best experience 
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possible. We welcome people to communicate with us via 
social media, email, mobile, our web properties, our events, 
and our PR efforts - or by just picking up the telephone. 

What governance changes within AKC do you think 
should be adopted in order to modernize the workings 
of AKC and how would you go about implementing any 
of these changes presuming of course you believe 
governance changes are in order at all. 

The AKC Bylaws, which defines AKC’s governance 
structure and procedures, is basically a 1909 document 
that has been tweaked and patched for the last century, 
with specific amendments to the various sections adopted 
to address a specific issue that had arisen at that time. 
Major changes to New York State Not-for-Profit Law have 
recently been adopted and will become effective over the 
next several months. We will be carefully reviewing the new 
law and determine if it will permit us to adopt new Bylaws 
that will increase our efficiency, or whether the new law 
would actually mandate changes that would have to be 
made or should be made. 

Every successful corporation today requires a governance 
structure that allows the ability to recruit the best minds 
with certain expertise and for agile decision-making. 
Boards of both public corporations and other not-for-profit 
organizations are able to assemble directors based on 
specific capabilities. While we have expertise valuable to 
the AKC within the Delegate body, we artificially limit our 
choices to about 600 individuals. As good as this resource 
may be, the option of including a few outside directors 
would be of significant business benefit. At the moment, the 
only option we have is an advisory group with specific 
business expertise – much like the previously established 
AKC Health & Welfare Advisory Panel – something I am 
working to establish. 

The oft-quoted operative phrase in business today is 
“speed is life.” Our governance process for bringing change 
to the marketplace is detrimental to growth. The Delegates 
Field Trial and Hunting Test Committee voted unanimously 
at their March meeting to consider asking the Delegate 
body to change from a Rules-based sport to a Regulations-
based sport for just that reason. 

I believe due consideration should be given to both of these 
issues. 

Why did you personally support the elimination of 
funding for the Canine Health Foundation? 

Quite the contrary; I supported providing the AKCCHF with 
the opportunity to double their donations from $500,000 to 
$1,000,000 by providing matching funds for each new 
donor – defined as someone who has not contributed since 
Jan. 1, 2012.  In the recent past, AKC provided over 
$700,000 annually to AKCCHF - $500,000 as a cash 
donation, which must be used for health research. Plus 
AKC gives more than $200,000 of in-kind donations 
annually, which is made up of various contributions, 
including free rent.  Since the AKCCHF began in 1995, 
AKC has donated more than all other contributors 
combined. 

We moved to the matching-gift approach again this year, 
as we have done in the past, to encourage and enable 
AKCCHF to broaden their base of donors.  Every year, the 
AKCCHF approves good health studies to improve canine 
health, but every year they fall short of the necessary 
funding to support all of those studies. This shortfall 
demands an urgent incentive for new donors to give now 
and for years to come.  Additionally, if a donor has an 
employee matching-gift program as well, every $1 donation 
becomes $3.  

Our matching funds commitment will allow AKCCHF to 
bring in $500,000 of new donor funds this year. Those 
donors are likely to be repeat donors for many years to 
come. The expansion of the donor base becomes 
exponential growth in the ability to fund studies as new 
donors continue their donations in years to come and more 
donors are added each year. 

We notified the AKCCHF Board one year in advance of the 
decision to provide matching funds to give them adequate 
time to develop their program for 2014. In addition, I 
committed to Duane to utilize the necessary AKC 
resources to effectively market the program. I believe 
Duane and the AKCCHF Board, along with the soon to be 
hired new CEO, will effectively capitalize on this program to 
the benefit of all dogs. 

Success will mean leaving no good study to improve 
canine health unfunded. What could possibly be better than 
that? 

How much does the Corporation suffer due to the split 
offices if it suffers at all?  How much time if any do you 
spend in New York and/or North Carolina and how 
frequently does top management in either location 
spend in face-to-face confrontations? 

Management wisely employs daily video conferencing, 
which enhances communication while significantly 
minimizing costs.  In the past every member of “top 
management” traveled to New York staying from Sunday to 
Tuesday evening or Wednesday, sometimes waiting two 
days in the “bullpen” only to appear in front of the Board for 
a short time.  In reality that resulted in about a dozen or 
more people traveling up and back at an expense in the 
neighborhood of $20,000 monthly.  Currently only 1 or 2 
staff personnel travel for each Board meeting, a dramatic 
improvement in productivity and an expense reduction of 
about a quarter of a million dollars annually. 

I had years of experience running a company with over 
1,000 team members in 11 offices in three countries, so I 
fully understand how to learn and contribute without the 
necessity and wastefulness of in-person meetings. 

With the expiration of the leases for both our New York and 
Raleigh offices in 2019, we have the opportunity to 
evaluate all of our options based on what is best for the 
future of the AKC. With Board approval, I established a real 
estate committee, chaired by Ron Menaker, and asked 
them to submit a recommendation to the Board this year. 
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I do believe that the free-flow of ideas is critical. Enabling 
that interchange on a regular, and sometimes informal, 
basis is extremely desirable. 

If you could change anything philosophically about the 
direction AKC has taken under your leadership as 
Board Chairman what would that be? 

My major philosophical direction includes: 

• Our recognition that we can no longer stay 
solely focused on the 400,000 people we have 
traditionally addressed. As such, we have very 
successfully enlarged our focus to include the 
millions of people who have a dog in their 
lives; allowing us to make new friends and 
believers every day.  

• Our earnest commitment to better serve all of 
our customers. While we are a registry and a 
regulatory body, we must treat all of our 
customers efficiently, effectively, and 
respectfully. Improving on this dimension is a 
key performance indicator for the AKC. 

• Our unwavering commitment to a program of 
relentless positive action, particularly in 
support of our clubs, our sports, and our 
registry. Our future demands innovation, which 
requires a steady stream of ideas; the 
intelligence to thoughtfully research and 
analyze them; the will to try them in the 
marketplace; and the strength to know not all 
of them will be successful. 

• Our passionate commitment to publicly and 
strongly stand up for purebred dogs, their 
breeders, and their owners – no matter how 
tough the fight gets. 

I would not change any of that. 

Have a Happy Spring 

 
From Dakota 

PIONEER VALLEY KENNEL CLUB AND TRACY 
SANDERSON OF THE GREATER OCALA DOG 

CLUB HONORED WITH AKC COMMUNITY 
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 

 

New York, NY - Pioneer Valley Kennel Club and Tracy Sanderson 
of the Greater Ocala Dog Club have been selected as American 

Kennel Club® (AKC®) Community Achievement Awards honorees 
for the first quarter of 2014. 

The AKC Community Achievement Awards support and recognize 
outstanding public education and legislation efforts of AKC-

affiliated clubs, AKC-recognized federations and their members. 
The AKC selects award recipients who promote responsible dog 

ownership within their communities or who have successfully 
introduced, monitored and responded to legislative issues affecting 

dog ownership. 
The Pioneer Valley Kennel Club (PVKC) provides year-round 

public education programs to promote responsible dog care and 
encourage participation in AKC events. In 2013, PVKC members 

arranged for a series of monthly television segments on local 
WWLP Channel 22 to discuss selection and care of dogs, educate 

about dog events, promote the AKC Canine Good Citizen® 
program, and present other topics suggested by club members.    

At its 2013 summer dog show, PVKC offered activities for 
spectators that were designed to educate the public and foster 
appreciation for dogs, dog shows, and dog activities. The club 
provided a meet-and-greet with a K9 officer, dog show tours, a 
search-and-rescue demonstration, and a stuffed toy dog show.  
Thirteen children ages 3 to 8 "exhibited" their stuffed dogs by 
placing them on an exam table and moving them up and back 

across the grass.  Massachusetts Representative Paul Mark, who 
served as judge, presented each child with a large blue rosette, 
goody bag, and a copy of If I Ran the Dog Show by Dr. Seuss.  

With her American Staffordshire Terrier "Cash" (CH Spectrum Man 
In Black THD) at her side, Tracy Sanderson of the Greater Ocala 

Dog Club (GODC) works to encourage a positive view of her breed 
in her community. After Cash earned his championship from the 
Bred-By Exhibitor class, passed the AKC Canine Good Citizen 
test, and graduated from a local therapy dog class, this devoted 

team became well-known volunteers in central Florida.   
Along with providing therapy dog visits to numerous facilities, 

Tracy and Cash have participated in the "Great American Teach 
In" at Pasco County schools every November since 2007, visited 

children's summer camps, participated in children's reading 
programs, and attended a bereavement summer camp for 

children.  They recently became members of an animal-assisted 
crisis response team to provide comfort and encouragement to 

individuals affected by crises and disasters.  Tracy also presents 
information about therapy dogs to students studying social work at 
St. Leo University, where Cash is scheduled to be honored by the 

university as a "hero in a different form."  
"The members of PVKC and Tracy Sanderson have come up with 

creative ways to educate the people in their communities about 
dogs and have truly made an impact on people's lives," said Sheila 

Goffe, AKC Director of Government Relations. "We congratulate 
them for their work and are proud to present them with Community 

Achievement Awards." 
Nominations for the AKC Community Achievement Award are 

accepted year-round. Honorees receive a certificate of 
appreciation and a $1,000 check payable to their AKC club or 

AKC-recognized federation to further public education and 
government relations efforts. Click here to nominate an individual, 

club or federation. 
 

DEADLINE for the July-August 
newsletter is August 7, 2014 

Editors Comments: Please send photos (Photos 
must be sent as jpeg attachments) directly to me at 
csweetwood@att.net. Articles should be in MS 
Word or simply written in your e-mail. Remember to 
include “TFKC” in the heading or it may never get 
opened due the high SPAM content these days.  
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